O’GONNELLOE Community

Deeply connected to nature & committed to a sustainable future
O’Gonnelloe Exchange

Ballybran National School
Built in 1913
Rural Economies need to consider and connect with Individuals Ambition.
Developing our community hall into a creative hub that:

- Facilitates entrepreneurial development
- Empowers community togetherness
- Stimulates the local economy

Features:
- Easily accessible
- Natural beauty
- Peace & stillness
- Abundant wildlife
- High speed broadband
- Perfect playground on & off water
- Safety & well-being
O’Gonnelloe Exchange

A Catalyst for the Future (in a digital age)
The attitude and culture in rural economies is engaging more entrepreneurial spirit and innovative actions. Necessity is facilitating and driving change. "think big, act small.....move fast"
Worlds Population

2015: more than 50% residing in cities

2050: 80% will reside in cities
BREAK networks
Building Rural Economies and Knowledge networks

break networks will bridge the urban rural divide....
........and bring a new vibrancy to rural economies"

Peadar Casey
Enterprise Development Manager
Institute of Technology Carlow
Ireland